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Texsus SpA

Via Livornese di Sopra 82
51013 Chiesina Uzz.se (PT) Italy

Phone: 39-0572-480-41
Fax: 39-0572-480-43-60

info@texsus.it
www.texsus.it

Texsus SpA is specialized is the production 
of high loft ADL (Acquisition Distribution 
Layer) made by air through bonding tech-
nology; in addition to that, manufactures 
soft fancy topsheets, absorbent cores and  
highly engineered multi-layer nonwovens.  
TEXSUS has completed the new investment 
of over 25 mio euros  in Italy, to consoli-
date his position as leading supplier of air 
through bonded nonwovens ADL and 
topsheets. It includes the construction of a 
new building for over 10000 sqm, the start 
up of a new Air through bonding line  and  
additional spooling lines.

BRAND NEW PRODUCTS 
Texsus new products and developments   
bring forward our customers’ need and re-
spond to the newest  market trends. Besides 
Texsus known Acquitex ADL  and Multifun-
citional Acquitex ADL, it has been developed 
the new Vortex ADL,  the  fastest acquisition 
and complete liquid distribution ever seen!  
With its unique structure and water hold-
ing  properties has been created  for fluffless 
diaper structures, it is able to enhance  liquid 
acquisition and  distribution, surface dryness 
and water holding properties.

Absortex Core, an absorbent core pro-
duced by an innovative engineering pro-
cess. Absortex core has several advantages 
compared to existing pre-made cores, as:  
flexibility,  allows to manage high amount 
of SAP in a thin layer assuring extremely 
high absorption levels and possibility to 
customize the product . Your  thinner prod-
uct  our  higher absorption! With  enhanced 
liquid absorption properties can be used  
for baby, inco and  femcare hygiene prod-
ucts as well as for medical application.

Multitex line with its 2 in 1 function,  
soft topsheet and ADL in one easy to use 
structure!  Texsus continuous innovation 
has given life to 2 new products that are 
part of Multitex Family:

MULTITEX DRY with an apertured top 
side and an improved system to control 
dryness and stain appearance MULTITEX 
WATER HOLDING  with a special struc-
ture that has water holding properties 

Softex: extreme soft topsheet that can 
also be available in stripe, 3D dots, flowers 
and geometrical design or perforated. They 
can also be treated with a wide range of 
natural treatments as aloe vera, vitamin E, 

silk protein and cotton extract. 
Upcoming product: Evetex specially de-

signed for women who like extra comfort 
and body fit sensation. Feel free to move!

ENVIRONMENT, QUALITY AND 
R&D: Texsus is committed to produce 
more green products focusing on the 
improvement of process efficiency, reduc-
tion of energy consumption, recycling 
of production wastes, usage of renewable 
and recyclable sources; a 1 million euro 
photovoltaic plant  produces part of its 
electrical energy consumption. 

Quality and Research are the drivers of 
Texsus know-how. The Company is ISO 
9001 certified and keeps improving the 
Quality management system to achieve 
excellence.  Texsus R&D takes advantage 
of the pilot line and internal laboratory 
to develop and analyze innovative prod-
ucts in order to optimize the customers’ 
product performances.
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